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Editorial concept

Germany’s most cutting-edge weekly finance magazine
Every week !uro am Sonntag provides answers to key questions about
investment and asset appreciation. Even complex topics are presented in a
simple and comprehensible way.
What opportunities do the markets offer? What investments are best suited to
taking advantage of economic developments on the capital market? What tax
considerations need to be borne in mind? What features should a good pension
scheme have? In order to judge all these issues, investors need key background
information, well-researched reports on companies and markets, exclusive
analysis and clearly formulated recommendations.
That’s why !uro am Sonntag analyses the latest economic, political and stock
market developments each week, and provides independent, long-term
information to enable successful asset appreciation.
!uro am Sonntag provides information on German and international shares
and analyses funds, ETFs, certificates, warrants, bonds and alternative
financial products.
In the “Private finance” section, readers receive key information on pensions,
insurance, closed alternative funds, property and taxes.
!uro am Sonntag combines modern news journalism with sophisticated
magazine journalism.
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Topics and sections

An overview of topics
and sections
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Topics and sections

An overview of topics and sections
The week
In the opening section of !uro am
Sonntag, readers are given an overview
of all key topical issues. These are
presented in a variety of ways – through
comment pieces, the “Opinion and facts”
section, a large “graphic of the week”
and a preview of upcoming events. The
“Person of the week” section provides
portraits or interviews with prominent
individuals.
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Topics and sections

An overview of topics and sections
Current affairs
Exclusive news, key developments from
the past week and the events that will
shape the coming days – readers can
find all this in the “Current affairs”
section. In the “Market report”
subsection, !uro am Sonntag offers an
assessment of the current stock market
situation, while the !uro stock market
indicator offers guidance on the general
state of the shares market.
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Topics and sections

An overview of topics and sections
Cover
The multipage cover story deals with
topics that are of key importance to
successful investment. Across several
pages, readers are provided with
comprehensive information – including
lots of graphics, analysis and interviews.
The editorial team also highlights
possible investment ideas and provides
precise recommendations.
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Topics and sections

An overview of topics and sections
Markets
Which markets offer the best
opportunities to take advantage of
economic developments on the capital
market? Where are there risks? What
effect do particular policy decisions have
on stock markets? Which companies are
in a particularly strong position and
which ones are struggling with
problems? !uro am Sonntag offers
carefully researched articles with
evidence-based comparisons, analyses
and assessments as well as verdicts on
corresponding shares or products.
Multipage special topics explain key
issues such as raw materials, funds,
ETFs and certificates in detail.
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Topics and sections

An overview of topics and sections
Certificates special
In a regular certificates special, !uro am
Sonntag reports comprehensively on the
latest trends in the certificates sector.
Special certificate topics are described in
detail, products are analysed and investment
ideas are suggested.
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Topics and sections

An overview of topics and sections
Raw materials special
Oil, gold, copper, wheat – you can’t do
anything without raw materials. In a
multipage raw materials special, which
always appears in the final issue each
month, the latest trends on the raw materials
markets are described.
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Topics and sections

An overview of topics and sections
Investment
Shares, funds and ETFs are examined in
detail by the editorial team. !uro am
Sonntag readers learn about the latest
developments in companies and markets,
combined with corresponding investment
recommendations. The readers are
presented a precise and clearly arranged
overview of key trends on the German and
international share markets.
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Topics and sections

An overview of topics and sections
Investment
!uro fund ratings, chart analysis and other
analysis tools provide readers with helpful
guidance. This includes the value-at-risk
indicators calculated exclusively for !uro
am Sonntag. These show the probable risk
loss for a share in the next five days of
trading.
Readers are offered virtual share and fund
portfolios (three of each, based on risk
profile) managed by !uro am Sonntag
experts.
It is possible to invest in the offensive
virtual portfolio as well as in the value-atrisk-strategy depot via certificates.
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Topics and sections

An overview of topics and sections
Investment
!uro am Sonntag features pages on funds,
foreign currency and raw materials, bonds,
certificates and warrants. These provide a
compact overview of key news in these
investment categories. Trends in oil, euro
and gold prices are analysed here,
alongside new certificate options.
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Topics and sections

An overview of topics and sections
Rates and indicators
The pages on rates, which are integrated
into the relevant sections, display Friday
rates and informative indicators on key
shares, investment funds, certificates
and bonds from across the world.
Thus the reader has the news and datas
at a glance.
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Topics and sections

An overview of topics and sections
Service
The content is rounded off with the latest
developments in the areas of insurance,
closed alternative funds, taxes and
property. This section is supplemented
by subsections and an overview of the
best interest and credit offers.
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High-quality readership

!uro am Sonntag
The specialist in cutting-edge financial information
The readers

!! !uro am Sonntag readers are important and discerning opinion leaders and multipliers in the finance and investment
market.

!! The predominantly male readers, aged between 30 and 59, are well educated, successful in their professions and
with substantial purchasing power.

!! A high proportion of !uro am Sonntag readers are shareholders and fund owners. Around 74 percent of !uro am
Sonntag readers own securities.
High investment and financial potential

!! Around 60 percent of !uro am Sonntag readers intend to buy securities.
!! The !uro am Sonntag readership exhibits an above-average willingness to buy insurance and pension products.
!! Readers not only plan to buy exclusive consumer goods, but actually do so.
!! The core readership of !uro am Sonntag includes managers and company decision-makers.
!! These figures make the !uro am Sonntag readership a highly desirable target group for financial communication,
B2B campaigns and luxury consumer goods.

Source: AWA 2017
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Other elements

Usage, subscription service and sales outlets

Intensive usage

!! With an average reading duration of 80 minutes1), not a single page goes unnoticed. The intensive use
underscores the high priority that !uro am Sonntag enjoys in the investor and business press segment.
Flexibility

!! Only a few hours separate the cut-off time and actually going to press. This makes it possible to insert completely
up-to-date advertisements at short notice. This represents a flexibility that no competitor in the investor and
business press segment can offer.
Subscription service

!! !uro am Sonntag is delivered to the subscribers’ homes on Saturday morning at no additional charge.
Sales outlets

!! Available at newsagents, train station bookshops, petrol stations, supermarkets and other larger-scale retail
outlets.

Source: 1)Copytest 2015
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Circulation

Circulation in detail

Circulation in copies

IVW III/2017
Print run

83,195

Distributed circulation

69,537

Sold circulation

68,881

Subscription

15,929

Newsstand sales

6,118

Free Copies

656

Other circulation sales
On-board copies

4,074
42,760
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Reader and structure figures

Reader and structure figures
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Reader and structure figures

Readers in top educational, professional and income categories
!! !uro am Sonntag readers are educated, work in top professions and have high purchasing power.
The average net household income is about ! 4,100.

Source: AWA 2017; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,09 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue; figures are based on a
6x frequency. Note: 1) Category 1 (highest) to category 7 (lowest).
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Reader and structure figures

Financial investments is a key topic
!! Financial and economic topics are very important for !uro am Sonntag readers. But readers are also very
interested in new technologies.

Source: AWA 2017; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,09 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue; figures are based on a 6x frequency.
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Reader and structure figures

Reader profile: decision-makers and managers
!! A high proportion of the !uro am Sonntag readership are managers or professional/private decision-makers.

Source: AWA 2017; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,09 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue; figures are based on a
6x frequency.
1) Owns shares, equity funds, pension funds, open-end property funds, other funds, certificates, warrants, futures, gold, fixed-interest securities or planning to buy fixed-interest investments, shares, equity
funds, gold
2) Has occupational disability insurance, disability insurance, private pension insurance, private accident insurance, private care insurance, fully comprehensive cover (motor vehicles), road traffic legal
expenses insurance (motor vehicles only), family legal expenses insurance, household contents insurance, private indemnity insurance, private endowment policy or planning to take out occupational
disability insurance, disability insurance, private pension insurance, private accident insurance, private care insurance, private indemnity insurance, legal expenses insurance, private health insurance,
private endowment policy
3) Car driver with car in household, mainly drive car in household themselves or planning to buy a new car
4) Private computer use or planning to buy a desktop PC, laptop notebook, tablet PC, computer accessories
5) Access to a mobile phone, smartphone or planning to buy a mobile phone, smartphone
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Reader and structure figures

Top professionals
!! The core readership of !uro am Sonntag includes society’s top professionals, spread across all industries.

Source: AWA 2017; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,09 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue; figures are based
on a 6x frequency.
1) Full-time work, socioeconomic status "103
2) Full-time work, socioeconomic status "114
3) Full-time work, socioeconomic status "121
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Reader and structure figures

Shares, investment funds: extremely pronounced interest
!! Money is a key topic for !uro am Sonntag readers. As well-informed experts and advisors, they play
an important role in shaping opinions.

Source: AWA 2017; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,09 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue; figures are based on a
6x frequency.
1) Owns shares, equity funds, pension funds, open-end property funds, other funds, certificates, warrants, futures, gold, fixed-interest securities or planning to buy fixed-interest investments, shares,
equity funds, gold and guide, expert on financial/capital investments
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Reader and structure figures

Shares, investment funds: Strong investment potential
"

There is a significantly above-average proportion of securities owners and potential investors in the !uro am
Sonntag readership.

Source: AWA 2017 population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,09 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue; figures are based on a
6x frequency.
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Reader and structure figures

Direct banks, home banking
!! !uro am Sonntag readers predominantly carry out their banking transactions online. 36 percent of the readership
are customers of a direct bank.

Source: AWA 2017; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,09 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue; figures are based on a
6x frequency.
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Reader and structure figures

Insurance and private pension: strong interest and expertise
!! An above-average proportion of !uro am Sonntag readers are interested in or plan to purchase insurance and
private pensions.

Source: AWA 2017; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,09 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue; figures are based on a
6x frequency.
1) Has occupational disability insurance, disability insurance, private pension insurance, private accident insurance, private care insurance, fully comprehensive cover (motor vehicles), road
traffic legal expenses insurance (motor vehicles only), family legal expenses insurance, household contents insurance, private indemnity insurance, private endowment policy or planning to take
out occupational disability insurance, disability insurance, private pension insurance, private accident insurance, private care insurance, private indemnity insurance, legal expenses insurance,
private health insurance, private endowment policy and guide, expert on insurance
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Reader and structure figures

Insurance: new or expanded policies
!! One in five !uro am Sonntag readers are planning to start a new insurance scheme or expand an existing one in
the next one to two years.

Source: AWA 2017; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,09 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue; figures are based on a
6x frequency.
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Reader and structure figures

Potential property builders, purchasers and renovators
!! An above-average proportion of !uro am Sonntag readers intend to buy a property in the next two years.

Source: AWA 2017 population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,09 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue; figures are based on a
6x frequency.
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Reader and structure figures

Cars: well-versed experts, high willingness to spend
!! 25 percent of !uro am Sonntag readers intend to buy a new car in the next one or two years. Many are not yet
sure what brand the next new car will be.

Source: AWA 2017; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,09 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue; figures are based on
a 6x frequency.
1) Car driver with car in household, drives the car mainly himself; planning to buy a new car; guide/expert on cars
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Reader and structure figures

Cars: brand of most-driven car
!! !uro am Sonntag readers prefer cars of prestigious brands.

Source: AWA 2017 population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,09 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue; figures are based on a
6x frequency.
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Reader and structure figures

Lovers of luxury and pleasure
!! !uro am Sonntag readers love exclusive consumer goods and can afford them too, thanks to their high
discretionary income.

Source: AWA 2017; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,09 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue; figures are based on a
6x frequency.
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Investment decisions

Investment decisions are made at the weekend
!! The results of a DDV survey from November 2010 reveal that a very large number of private investors use
the weekend to read up on investment conditions without being disturbed.

!! Most private investors make decisions about their investments at the weekend or at the start of the week.

When do investors make their investment decisions?

Source: Online survey by DDV (German derivatives association) in November 2010; 1,750 individuals participated in the survey
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Investment decisions

Editorial mentions influence the market
TecDAX-ETF, WKN 593397 (Date of mention: 20.02.2016)
Trading volume in the second week after publication

8.300.000
5.800.000

Trading volume in the week after publication

1.100.000
0

2.000.000

Trading volume in the previous week

4.000.000

6.000.000

8.000.000

10.000.000

Daimler-Call, WKN HYOGRB (Date of mention: 25.06.2016)
Trading volume in the second week after publication

138.822
523.227

Trading volume in the week after publication

0
0

Trading volume in the previous week

100.000

200.000

300.000

400.000

500.000

600.000

IBM-Put, WKN VS11Q5 (Date of mention: 16.07.2016)
Trading volume in the second week after publication

13.280
189.825
0
0

Trading volume in the week after publication
Trading volume in the previous week

50.000

100.000

150.000

200.000
(Trading volumes in euros on the Stuttgart exchange, cumulative)
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Reader overlap

High proportion of exclusive readers
"
"

!uro am Sonntag only has minimal overlaps with other investment and Sunday publications.
Thanks to its high proportion of exclusive readers, !uro am Sonntag reaches readers who do not read Focus
Money or the Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung: 87 per cent do not read Focus Money and 87 per
cent do not read the Frankfurter Allgemeine Sonntagszeitung.
Overlaps with investment titles

Overlaps with Sunday publications

!uro am Sonntag exclusive readers
Double readers

Source: AWA 2017; population: German-speaking residents aged 14 or over, pot. 70,09 mill. individuals; index: proportion of total population = 100; projected readers per issue; figures are based on a
6x frequency.
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Contacts

Publisher:

Finanzen Verlag GmbH
Bayerstraße 71–73
80335 München, Germany
Telephone +49 (0) 89 / 272 64-0
Fax
+49 (0) 89 / 272 64-198

Managing director

Dr. Frank-B. Werner

Publishing house
management:

Daniela Glocker
Telephone +49 (0) 89 / 272 64-143
daniela.glocker@finanzenverlag.de

Sales and
cooperative
ventures:

Andreas Wiling
Telephone +49 (0) 89 / 272 64-108
andreas.willing@finanzenverlag.de

Reader loyalty
programme and
events:

Stephan Schwägerl
Telephone +49 (0) 89 / 272 64-349
stephan.schwaegerl@finanzenverlag.de

Licensing and
special print runs:

Markus Batta
Telephone +49 (0) 89 / 272 64-121
marcus.batta@finanzenverlag.de

Marion Lummer
Telephone +49 (0) 89 / 272 64-268
marion.lummer@finanzenverlag.de
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Contacts

Ad sales:

Nikos Koloutsos
Derivatives, bonds, exchanges,
market letters, CFDs
Ad coordination !uro am Sonntag
Telephone +49 (0) 89 / 272 64-139
nikos.koloutsos@finanzenverlag.de
Belinda Lohse
Funds, ETFs, ETCs
Telephone +49 (0) 89 / 272 64-124
belinda.lohse@finanzenverlag.de
Maria Schmid
Direct banking, discount brokers, autobanking,
closed alternative funds, investor relations
Head of ad field sales staff
Telephone +49 (0) 89 / 272 64-293
maria.schmid@finanzenverlag.de

Ad processing:

Silke Weiner
Telephone +49 (0) 89 / 272 64-346
silke.weiner@finanzenverlag.de
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